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Abstract
Deterioration of reinforced concrete infrastructure such as bridges, tunnels, and buildings represents
one of the major challenges currently facing developed countries. This deterioration leads to
economic costs for maintenance and replacement, environmental impacts such increased global
warming potential as a result of cement production and traffic emissions, and social costs related to
traffic congestion and human health concerns. While engineering tools and methods for structural
modelling and design of new reinforced concrete infrastructure are mature, the methods and tools for
modelling decades-long deterioration and maintenance are much less developed. An approach for
modelling structural deterioration of reinforced concrete components due to reinforcement corrosion is
presented and a procedure is introduced to estimate the time-dependent structural response, described
using time-dependent seismic fragility curves. The approach is part of a multi-disciplinary framework
which includes physical, chemical, and electrochemical processes at the meso-scale coupled with
mechanical deterioration processes, which are modelled using finite element methods, at the macroscale. While not detailed in this paper, when the time-dependent assessment of structures is integrated
with life cycle assessment models that quantify the economic, environmental, and social impacts of
infrastructure, the result is a comprehensive assessment methodology for the sustainability of
deteriorating reinforced concrete infrastructure.
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Introduction

Deterioration of reinforced concrete infrastructure such as bridges, tunnels, and buildings represents
one of the major challenges currently facing developed countries. (ASCE 2013, Giorno 2011, OECD
2011) This deterioration leads to economic costs for repair, maintenance, and replacement of
infrastructure, environmental impacts such increased global warming potential as a result of cement
production and traffic emissions, and social costs related to traffic congestion and human health
concerns. (Lepech et al. 2014) Much of this infrastructure is built from reinforced concrete. While
engineering tools and methods for structural modelling and design of new reinforced concrete
infrastructure are mature, the methods and tools for modelling decades-long deterioration and
maintenance are much less developed. The methods and tools that exist for predictive deterioration

modelling often focus on a single scale (i.e. material deterioration or structural deterioration) and a
single phenomenon (i.e. moisture ingress leading to freeze thaw deterioration or chloride ingress
leading to reinforcement corrosion). (e.g. Liu & Weyers 1998, Jensen et al. 2012, Schlangen &
Copuroglu 2005) This is due to the highly complex nature of deterioration in reinforced concrete,
which involves coupled physical phenomena that are present at a range of scales. Because of this
complexity, the future performance of designs is difficult to determine and efforts to engage in more
sustainable infrastructure design are handicapped.
In this paper, an approach for modelling structural deterioration of reinforced concrete bridge
components due to reinforcement corrosion is presented and a procedure is introduced to estimate the
time-dependent structural response using time-dependent fragility curves. The multi-disciplinary
framework presented is based on physical, chemical, and electrochemical processes at the meso-scale
coupled with mechanical deterioration processes, which are modelled using finite element methods, at
the macro-scale. Finite element method (FEM) models are used to link corrosion of steel
reinforcement, including electrochemical processes at the reinforcement surface, with loss of structural
capacity of a reinforced concrete column element. The individual FEM models, built in COMSOL and
OpenSees, are coupled through exchange of section properties (i.e. remaining rebar cross section,
presence of cover cracking) along the height of the column. The overall multi-physical and multiscale modelling framework is shown schematically in Figure 1. The focus of this paper is the
formulation of the “Structural Performance Module” shown in the upper left portion of Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Multi-physical and multi-scale reinforced concrete deterioration modelling architecture. The focus of this
paper is the formulation of the “Structural Performance Module” shown in the upper-left of Figure 1.
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Linking Multiple Scales in Reinforced Concrete Deterioration Modelling

The material-scale reinforcement corrosion model is based on physical laws describing the
thermodynamics and kinetics of electrochemical processes including activation, resistance, and
concentration polarisation, as well as the impact of temperature, relative humidity, and oxygen.
(Michel et al. 2013) Building off of such “materials performance” modelling, a structural-scale
performance model (“Structural Performance Module” in Figure 1) is the focus of this paper. Such a
model is a critical, often missing, link between the vast literature focusing on concrete deterioration
and steel reinforcement corrosion and infrastructure capacity and reliability assessments and
actionable decision-making.
Corrosion of reinforcement damages reinforced concrete structures in multiple ways. First, the
cross sectional area of both longitudinal and transverse steel is reduced due dissolution of iron.
Second, expansive oxidation products generate tensile stresses in the surrounding concrete, which lead
to cracking of the concrete cover. Third, the formation of these cracks leading up to the surface leads

to an acceleration of the local rate of corrosion, causing localized reduction in steel cross-section. This
can cause localized strain peaks in the steel, resulting in a loss of ductility in the structure. Finally, the
cover cracking and spalling leads to a reduction in the concrete cross-sectional area. It is the loss of
reinforcing steel cross sectional area and reductions in the concrete cross-sectional area along a
reinforced concrete member that forms the computational link between the “Material Performance
Modules” (Mechanical Performance and Service Life Prediction Modules) and the “Structural
Performance Module” in Figure 1. This link is shown schematically in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of computational link between the Material Performance Modules (Mechanical
Performance and Service Life Prediction Modules) and the Structural Performance Module. Computation links
are the cross sectional areas of longitudinal reinforcing steel bars, transverse reinforcing steel bars, and effective
concrete area. These values are determined along the length of the member.

2.1 Deterioration Phenomena Considered in Structural Performance Modelling
In addition to the reduction of longitudinal and transverse reinforcement cross sectional areas
and cracking through the concrete cross section along the member length (Figure 2), a number of other
phenomena are also considered in the structural performance model. These include (1) cracking and
spalling of the concrete cover, (2) change in reinforcement bond strength due to formation of oxidation
products, (3) reduction in capacity of corroded reinforcing bars, (4) reduction in ductility of corroded
reinforcing bars, and (5) buckling of corroded reinforcing bars. Each model implemented within the
larger structural performance module is described in more detail.
The cracking and spalling of the cover concrete caused by the expansive rust products can be
captured by reducing the strength of the cover concrete elements using the model described by
Coronelli & Gambarova (2004) and Molina et al. (1993) and shown in Equations 1 through 3.
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where, f’c is the original strength of the concrete cover elements, κ is a parameter related to bar
diameter and roughness (κ ~ 0.1 for medium diameter deformed bars), εco is the strain at peak
compressive stress, Dele is the diameter of the element before cracking, D*ele is the diameter of the
element after cracking, nbars is the number of longitudinal rebars undergoing compression, wcr is the
sum of the widths of all crack openings for a given corrosion level, νr/s is the ratio between the specific
volumes of rust and steel, and x is the depth of penetration of the corrosives into the element section.
The reduction in reinforcement steel diameter, the loss of confinement due to cracking and
spalling of the concrete cover and formation of porous rust products at the steel-concrete interface may
also lead to changes in the bond-strength between steel and concrete. Several experimental tests have
been conducted to study the influence of corrosion on bond strength (e.g. Al-Sulaimani et al.1990,
Cabrera 1996, Almusallam et al. 1996, Stanish et al. 1999, Amleh & Mirza 1999, Hassan 1999, Castel
et al. 2000, Auyeung et al. 2001, Lee et al. 2002, Fang et al. 2004, Wang & Liu 2004, Fang et al.
2006). However, there are large variations in the change in bond strength as a function of degree of
corrosion as reported by these various experimental studies. For instance, as noted by Fang et al.
(2004) and Wang & Liu (2004), the effects of corrosion on bonding in well confined concrete are
negligible. On the other hand, Amleh & Mirza (1999) and Fang et al. (2006) report that the bond
strength decreases substantially at higher levels of corrosion, whereas Berra et al. (1997) noted a
moderate increase in bond strength with increasing corrosion when efficient skin reinforcement was
provided in order to confine the bars. Based on existing literature, no clear relationship between the
bond strength and corrosion level can be ascertained. There is also a lack of theoretical models that
can correctly predict the loss in bond strength due to corrosion. Due to these reasons, certain
assumptions have to be made in order to study the effect of corrosion on the bond between the rebar
steel and concrete. A comparison of residual bond strength at different levels of corrosion show an
increase in bond strength at lower levels of corrosion (less than 2% cross sectional area loss), which is
assumed to be negligible. With further increase in the level of corrosion, the bond strength is shown to
decrease according to an empirical equation shown as Equation 4. (fib 2000)

τ max
τ *max = 
−0.6
1.5τ max X
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(4)

where, τ*max is the residual bond strength after corrosion, τmax is the bond strength before corrosion,
and X is the cross section area loss.
€ 2005b) conducted an experimental study of laboratory corroded reinforcement
Du et al. (2005a,
specimens to identify the cause and mechanism of the reduction in the yield and ultimate strength of
corroded reinforcement, and to determine the extent of this reduction. They proposed Equations 5
through 7 for determining the yield strength, ultimate strength, and ultimate strain of corroded bars,
respectively.

f y = (1− 0.005x ) f yo
f u = (1− 0.005x ) f uo
εu = (1− 0.005x )εuo
€

(5)
(6)
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where, fy, fu, and εu are the yield strength, ultimate strength, and ultimate strain of corroded
€ x is the amount of steel mass loss due to corrosion in percent, and fyo, fuo,
reinforcement, respectively,
€ ultimate strength, and ultimate strain of non-corroded reinforcement,
and εuo are the yield strength,
respectively.
Due to the spalling of concrete cover that often occurs as a result of corrosion, certain lengths of
corroded reinforcement suffer from a lack of confinement, making these bars more likely to buckle in
compression. If the length of the unsupported portion of the corroded bar and its reduced diameter are
known, the critical buckling stress for the corroded bar can be calculated using Euler’s equation shown
as Equation 8 (Tapan & Aboutaha 2008).

f crit =

π 2 E s (x)Ib (x)
L2exp Ab (x)

(8)

where, fcrit is the critical buckling stress of the corroded reinforcement, x is the amount of steel mass
loss due to corrosion in percent, Es(x) is the elastic modulus of the corroded reinforcement, Ib(x) is the
moment of inertia of the€corroded reinforcement, Ab(x) is the cross-sectional area of the corroded
reinforcement, Lexp is the unsupported length of the corroded reinforcement.
2.2 Structural Modelling of a Corroded Reinforced Concrete Member
The analytical modelling of a corroded element is conducted using the Open System for
Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) software (Mazzoni et al. 2007), a finite element
method based object oriented software framework for simulating the seismic response of structural
systems. OpenSees was chosen because it provides an extensive library of material models, non-linear
elements and solvers that can be easily interchanged, and it has been widely adopted by the research
community, making it highly conducive for the modelling and simulation of complex structural
systems subject to dynamic loading. The element is modelled as a nonlinear distributed-plasticity fiber
beam-column element, which is a flexibility-based element that considers the spread of plasticity
along the length of the element.
The reinforcement steel is modelled using the uniaxial Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto ‘Steel02’
material, which provides isotropic strain hardening. As corrosion occurs, the material changes
discussed in Section 2.1 are applied. The confined core concrete fibers and unconfined cover concrete
fibers are modelled using the uniaxial ‘Concrete01’ material in OpenSees, which provides a parabolic
stress-strain response for the concrete in compression up to the maximum compressive strength,
beyond which the strength deteriorates linearly to a residual strength. Concrete01 provides no tensile
strength. As corrosion occurs, the material changes discussed in Section 2.1 are applied. The original
maximum compressive strength of the confined concrete and the corresponding strain are calculated
using the theoretical stress-strain model proposed by Mander et al. (1988) and shown as Equations 9
and 12.
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where, f’cc is the confined concrete strength, f’co is the unconfined concrete strength, f’t is the
confining lateral pressure provided by the transverse reinforcement, fyh is the yield strength of the
transverse reinforcement, ρs is€the transverse reinforcement ratio, ρcc is the ratio of longitudinal rebar
cross sectional area to the area of the concrete core, s’ is the clear spacing of the transverse
reinforcement, and ds is the diameter of the concrete core.
An elastic shear section is combined with the section of the beam-column element to capture the
shear component of the total deflection of the element that is calculated using elastic theory as shown
in Equation 13.

4  VH 
Δ shear =  ele 
3  GAG 

(13)

where, Δshear is the total deflection of the element due to shear, Hele is the height or length of the
element, AG is the cross sectional area of the element, G is the shear modulus of concrete.
€ of a perfect bond between the longitudinal steel and concrete neglects
The typical assumption
the slippage of the anchorage section of the steel, making the beam-column element appear stiffer than
it is in reality. Thus a zero-length section is introduced at one end of the element to account for the
component of the deformation due to bond-slip. The zero-length element is defined by a master-node
and a slave-node at the same location. The master-node has all degrees of freedom restrained and the
slave-node has its translational degrees of freedom constrained to be equal to those of the master node.
This zero-length section has the same number of steel and concrete fibers as the non-linear beamcolumn element sections above it. The tensile stress-displacement model used for the reinforcement is
based on the three-parameter bond-stress model (Ranf 2007). As done for material properties, as
corrosion occurs the changes to reinforcement bond as discussed in Section 2.1 are applied.
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Structural Deterioration Model Validation

In order to validate the assumptions made in the corrosion modelling approach described above,
analytical and experimental test results of several reinforced concrete columns were compared. Two
separate sets of experimental tests are used for validation of the structural modeling of corroded
reinforced concrete columns. The first set of tests comprised eight columns having the same
specifications, which were subjected to different axial loads and varying degrees of accelerated
corrosion in an experimental study conducted at the State Key Laboratory of Coastal and Offshore
Engineering at Dalian University of Technology in China (Li & Gong 2008).
The experimental reinforced concrete column test studies undertaken by Li & Gong (2008) were
1m tall and had a diameter of 0.26m. The longitudinal reinforcement consisted of 6m x 16m bars. The
transverse reinforcement consisted of 8mm stirrups at a spacing of 0.1m. The concrete cover was
0.03m. Corrosion was induced in the test specimens through the application of an external current. The
specimens to be corroded were placed in a 3.5% NaCl solution and a current of 1.0 mA/cm2 was
applied with a corrosion resistant plate immersed in the solution serving as the cathode and the
reinforcement serving as the anode. At the end of the accelerated corrosion process, longitudinal
cracks were observed running parallel to the steel bars in the corroded column specimens, and the
authors noted that the corrosion damage was uniform along the length of the bars. A constant axial
load was applied using hydraulic jacks. Table 1 shows the different axial load ratios and corrosion
mass loss ratios for the series of tested column specimens. The corroded and non-corroded test
columns were subjected to reversed cyclic loading using a triangular waveform.
Table 1 Axial load ratios and mass loss ratios for corroded column experimental test
series by Li & Gong (2008)

The hysteresis curves obtained from the experimental tests (red lines) and the corresponding
OpenSees analyses (blue lines) for the specimens A0, A12, B0, and B22 are plotted in Figures 3 through
6. The mean error in hysteretic force calculated was 12.9% and the mean absolute error in hysteretic
energy was 25.3%. These error values are lower than the corresponding values reported by Berry &
Eberhard (2007) in their validation of the OpenSees modelling software, indicating that this analytical
model of corroded reinforced concrete elements is able to provide a similar degree of accuracy as the
model proposed by Berry & Eberhard (2007) for noncorroded elements. Column specimen D43, which
was subjected to a high axial load ratio (0.32) coupled with a high degree of corrosion (14.7% steel

mass loss) was the source of the highest error in both hysteretic force (15.97%) and hysteretic energy
(53.21%). However, this specimen was tested as an extreme case and the combination of such a high
axial load ratio and degree of corrosion is unlikely to be seen in an actual structural element. The
hysteresis curves from the experimental tests are not symmetrical about the load axis. This is due to
higher lateral deformations and earlier yielding of one side of the element as compared to the other.
This asymmetric behavior cannot be predicted by the material models used in the analytical model.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of experimental (red) and
modelled (blue) hysteresis curves (base shear vs.
lateral displacement) for column A0

Fig. 4 Comparison of experimental (red) and modelled
(blue) hysteresis curves (base shear vs. lateral
displacement) for column A12

Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental (red) and
modelled (blue) hysteresis curves (base shear vs.
lateral displacement) for column B0

Fig. 6 Comparison of experimental (red) and modelled
(blue) hysteresis curves (base shear vs. lateral
displacement) for column B22

Fragility of Corroded Reinforced Concrete Elements

Fragility analysis involves understanding and probabilistically quantifying the liklihood of a structure
or structural component to undergo damage during severe loading (i.e. an earthquake). Fragility
analysis forms an integral part of the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) Center
framework for seismic risk analysis, along with seismic hazard analysis and consequence analysis. As
a result, much work has been done in the past two decades to develop methods to generate fragility
functions for both structural and non-structural components. However, the onset of corrosion
deterioration can lead to a shifting of the fragility curves for a component over time, contributing to a
time-dependent seismic risk for the component. Thus, this paper introduces a method of address the
effects of deterioration on the fragility of structures.
The construction of analytical fragility curves for structural components involves both the
damage state capacities, Ci, and the demand generated on the component as a function of load (ground

motion intensity), D(im). These are modelled analytically, and the fragility function corresponding to
the ith damage state of the element can be described as Equations 14 and 15.

Fri (im) = P [ D(im) ≥ Ci ]

€

 D(im) 
Fri (im) = P
≥ 1
 Ci


(14)
(15)

where, Fri(im) is the probability that the ith damage state of the element will be met or exceeded. The
structural capacity and seismic demand are often modelled using lognormal distributions. In this case,
€
the probability that a particular
damage state will be met or exceeded will also be described by a
lognormal CDF as shown in Equation 16.
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where, µlnD(im) is the mean of the natural logarithm of the seismic demand at an intensity level im, µlnCi
is the mean of the natural logarithm of the ith damage state capacity, βD(im) is the logarithmic standard
€ demand at an intensity level im, βCi is the logarithmic standard deviation of
deviation of the seismic
th
the i damage state capacity, Φ is the standard normal distribution function.
The severity of damage in reinforced concrete elements following an earthquake is usually
categorized in terms of discrete damage states. The delineation between the damage states is typically
based on the consequences the damage is likely to entail, such as the type and cost of repair actions
required to bring the damaged component back to its original undamaged state. Mackie et al. (2008)
proposed four damage states corresponding to (1) initial cracking, (2) cover spalling, (3) longitudinal
bar buckling in the element, and (4) element failure.
The evolution of the damage state capacities with corrosion can be depicted graphically in the
form of capacity surfaces. These surfaces depict the probability of exceeding a given damage state
provided a known degree of corrosion in the element and the structural load. Figures 7 and 8 show the
capacity surfaces for damage states 3 (longitudinal bar buckling in the element) and 4 (element failure)
for reinforced concrete column designed according to the 1971-1990 era structural design code in
California. Ultimately, these curves provide a probabilistic quantification of the increasing risk of
failure of reinforced concrete elements due to increasing levels of reinforcement corrosion.

Fig. 7 Capacity surface for damage state 3
(longitudinal bar buckling in the element) for a
reinforced concrete column designed to 1971-1990
era California design codes

Fig. 8 Capacity surface for damage state 4 (element
failure) for a reinforced concrete column designed to
1971-1990 era California design codes

Beyond multi-scale modelling of deterioration of reinforced concrete elements, this framework
is intended to inform decision-makers interested in designing and managing reinforced concrete

infrastructure for reduced sustainability impacts over its decades-long service life. This requires the
integration of multi-physical and multi-scale design and modelling tools with comprehensive life cycle
assessment models. Such integration is shown schematically is Figure 9 and is the ultimate
application driving development of this modelling framework.

Fig. 9 Multi-scale design and modelling framework within the Sustainable Integrated Materials, Structures,
Systems (SIMSS) Design Approach (Lepech 2006)
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Conclusion

This paper presented the ”structural performance module” within a newly developed multi-physical
and multi-scale modelling framework for corrosion in reinforced concrete elements. The structural
performance module is linked computationally to a material performance module, which provides the
cross sectional areas of longitudinal and transverse reinforcing steel bars and the effective concrete
cross section along the length of the member. A number of other damage types are also considered,
which include cracking and spalling of the concrete cover, change in reinforcement bond strength due
to formation of corrosion products, reduction in capacity of corroded reinforcing bars, reduction in
ductility of corroded reinforcing bars, and buckling of corroded reinforcing bars. When compared to
experimental response of corroded reinforced concrete elements loaded in full hysteresis, the
analytical model is able to provide the same degree of accuracy as models proposed for non-corroded
elements.
Beyond modelling the structural effects of reinforced concrete corrosion, fragility analysis was
shown to be a powerful tool for assessing the impact of reinforced concrete deterioration.
Deterioration due to reinforcement corrosion causes a decrease in the median capacities for damage
states ranging from initial cracking to failure of reinforced concrete elements. This decrease in median
capacities can be captured by the use of the changed geometric and material properties of the
deteriorating column in prescriptive equations for predicting the capacities. Ultimately, this analysis
will be integrated within a full life cycle assessment to support comprehensive decision-making in
order to minimize environmental, social, and economic impacts associated with the decades-long
service life of reinforced concrete elements and structures.
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